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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Consider the problem P,, , X > 0, consisting of the equation 
(al > 0 and aa > 0) together with the following initial, boundary, and 
compatability conditions: 
and 
w(x, 0) = f(X), w,(x, 0) = g(x), O<X<T, (1.2) 
w(0, t) = W(T, t) = 0, t 20, (1.3) 
f(0) =f(i7) = g(0) = g(r) = 0. (l-4) 
Denote the solution of problem P,, by w{. Using Galerkin’s method, we 
prove that if f and g are sufficiently smooth, there is te > 0 such that on 
[0, l] x [0, t*], t* < te , w’\, woA, WI., W: and r& converge uniformly to 
w 0 9 w, 7 O wEz 7 wts, and wh , respectively. Moreover, tc + co as a, - cc or as 
the initial data gets small in an appropriate sense. We also prove that the 
solution wA depends continuously on the initial data. 
Third-order equations for which (1.1) is a special case have been proposed 
as equations governing the purely longitudinal motions of a homogeneous 
bar of uniform cross section and constant density in its rest configuration. If x 
is the position of a cross section in the rest configuration and w(x, t) and 
7(x, t) are the displacement of the section and stress on the section at time t, 
then the equation of motion (if the density is one) is 
ZL tt = (a/ax) 7. (1.5) 
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If the stress depends nonlinearly on w, , r = u(w,), then (1.5) is the nonlinear 
wave equation 
W tt - +4 %x . (1.6) 
Techniques involving Riemann invariants have been used in [4], [6], and [7] 
to show that under various hypotheses on u shocks must occur, i.e., some 
second derivative becomes infinite after a finite time. Consequently, (1.6) 
does not adequately describe the motion and other equations have been 
proposed in [l], [3], and [5]. The stress relation 
7 = a,w, + (43) wz3 + xw,, , (1.7) 
X > 0, defines a nonlinear Kelvin solid. For a wide class of Kelvin solids, 
P,, has a solution existing for all t > 0 (see [3]). For the special case (1.7) 
the limiting displacement field is the displacement field of the associated 
nonlinear wave equation on [0, l] x [0, tr). This result is conjectured for 
general nonlinear Kelvin solids. In [3] it is conjectured that the global 
displacement field for a general nonlinear Kelvin solid approaches some 
preferred weak solution of the associated nonlinear wave equation. 
(1.7) this has never been shown. 
2. OUTLINE OF DICKEY'S RESULTS 
Let 
f(x) = f cdj sinj.r and g(x) = f pi sinjx. 
i=l j=l 
Under a smoothness hypothesis on f and g, Dickey [2] shows 
solution of problem P,, is given by 
Even for 
that the 
w”(x, t) = fj Tj,o(t) sinj.r 
i=l 
where the Tj,, satisfy the infinite system of ordinary differential equations 
Tj,, +- CZ,~~T~,~ + 2j 1: (f 1yT,,, cos (1.)3cos jx dx = 0, j = 1,2,... 
!=l (2.1) 
together with the initial conditions 
Ti,o(O) = aj and Tj,o(O) = Pj (2.2) 
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and the auxiliary condition 
T 
~JTo < a. (2.3) 
His method can easily be applied to problem PA , X > 0, also. The solution 
is given by 
wA(w, t) = c T,,*(t) sinjx 
j=l 
where the Ti,, satisfy (2.2), (2.3), and 
tT,,, cos Cx 3 cos jx dx = 0, 
j = 1, 2,.... (2.1,) 
(2.1J, X > 0, (2.2), and (2.3) will be referred to as problem EA . A summary 
of his method is as follows. Approximate solutions 
wNsA = tl Tj,N,A sin j.v 
satisfy (2.2), Tj.N,A = 0 for j > N and 
~,.,.A + +“f’j,,,A + alj2Tj,,,, +‘$ j ln (f IETc,N,A cos 4x)” cos jx dx 
0 I=1 
= 0, j = l,..., N. (2.4) 
An elementary energy estimate yields a bound on Tj,,,, and fj,,,, inde- 
pendent of N. Consequently, the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem implies that on 
any closed subinterval [0, t*], there is a subsequence of {Tj,N.A} which 
converges uniformly to a continuous functions TjeA . Let 
(u, v) (t) = lr u(x, t) v(x, 4dx, 11 II II2 (q = 04 ui (4 
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Assume the existence of 
e =: F+t EN(O) 
=: El j"pF + U, f j"Cij 
j=l 
+ ? I,* (f jaj cos jx)I( 2 j3aj cos jx)” dx. 
j=l j=l 
By multiplying (2.4) by j41FjVM,A and summing over j, we deduce, as on page 
152 of [2], that 
5 217r4 
dt G 2a31/2 (EN*J2. ( 1 (2.5) 
This inequality implies that for all h > 0 and all N, 
EN.AW G 
EN(O) e 
1 - (217r4/2a~/“) E,(O) t ’ 1 - (217r4/2af9 et (2.6) 
for 
(2.7) 
(2.6) is used to show that (Tj,n} is a solution of (EJ on any closed subinterval 
[0, t*], t* < t, = 2a:“/21de, and, consequently, that 
wA(x, t) = ZTjJt) sin jx 
is a solution of (P,J, 
3. AN EXTENSION 
Estimates other than that for EN,,, can be obtained using Dickey’s techni- 
ques. We estimate 
+ 2 ((wyy, (& WNj2) (t). 
Clearly, there is a K > 0 independent of N, h and x such that 
and (3-l) 
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Multiplying (2.4), by j*Tj,N,,, and summing over j, we have 
;-g f (m.N,,\ + a, jloTy,hT,A) + h f j’“Tf,Nq,,,.., 
1=1 j=l 
f 2 ((w;*A)3, & wy) = 0. 
((w:N.i)f g w;v"> = (& (w:y, g w:.\> 
= 3 ($ [(w;*A)2 w;;y, g w:sA) 
(3.2) 
_ 3 
( 
(Wp )" &w~+&w;*~) + R, 
where 
R = - 3 
( [ 
& 3 & WN.A $ (zu;.A)2 + 3 & WN.A $ (w,N.A)” 
+ wZA 
Therefore, 
= +;((w,N.")~, ($w~*')~) - 3 (w~~~,~~~, ($wN.A)2) + R. 
Substituting this expression into (3.2), we have 
Since 
where S is a sum of terms of the form 
N.A E WN,A dr 
a.@ " ' 
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i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, the Schwarz inequality and (3.1) yield 
~&A(t) < bG,AW~ 
where b > 0 depends on l/a,. As a consequence of (3.4), we have 
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(3.4) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If the limit C of FN,A(0) (which is independent of A) exists 
as N -+ CD, there is 4’ > 0 such that F,,,(t) is bounded by a constant (independent 
of N and A) times G for 0 < t < tel. Moreover, te’ + CO if a, + co OY d+ 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
and Tj.Ni.,l - pj.A 
There is a subsequence {Ti,N,,A} such that Ti,Ni,h --f Tj,, 
uniformly on [0, t*], t* < t, . 
Proof. Recall that a bound on Tj,N,A and ?‘j,N,l independent of N can be 
found by multiplying (2.4) by TjVN,* and proceeding in the standard way. 
Since 1 w:,” j < K(ENA)lIz, (2.6) and (2.4) imply that ?‘j’j.,,A is bounded 
independent of N. The result is now a consequence of the Arzela-Ascoli 
Theorem. Indeed, by uniqueness, it is the full sequence that converges. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If P < co, the series 
converge in the interval 0 < t < te = min(t, , t!‘). Moreover, the series are 
bounded independent of h > 0 and 0 < t < t *, t* < te . 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as Lemma 2 of [2]. We examine 
the second series only. By uniqueness and Proposition 3.2 the full sequence 
{i;.,A,N} converges uniformly to Tj,, . Let 
Since {S,,,} is nondecreasing in n, it suffices to show that it is bounded. That 
it is bounded independent of n, t and X is a consequence of Proposition 3.1. 
Indeed, let E > 0 be given. For each X > 0, there is an integer N such that 
The result now follows. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. There is K > 0 independent of A >, 0 such that for all 
t E [O, t*], x E [O, 7r], 
(3.5) 
Proof. Since all the indicated derivatives are continuous the left side of 
(3.5) can be bounded by 
Kl independent of A. The result follows from the proposition. 
4. CONVERGENCE 
Let qj,* = Tj,A - Tj,, and uA = wA - w” for 0 < t < t* < te . Since 
a3 - bs = (a - b)3 + 3ab(a - 6), vj,r satisfies zero initial data and 
+j.A(t> + ci%-h(t) + 2-i C E(%Y-~Y t)” 
+ 3w51\(x, t) w,“(x, t) 112(x, t)] cosjx dx 
= - hj2TJt). 
(4.1) 
Let 
G(t) = $ II &t II2 (t) + 2 II &r /I2 (t> 
+ 2 <(%92 + (wzy2, <4!m)2> (t). 
Multiplying (4.1) by j*qj,*, summing, and using Proposition 3.3, we have 
(4.2) 
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where A, is independent of h and t. Two integrations by parts yield 
( 
(242)s + 3w,1w,Ou~, g ut”) 
== 5 $ <(d)*, O&A*> + 6 (u,d(&)*, T& d) - 3(uz%, , (u:m.)*) 
+3($ 
a3 
(w,A%okcA), G UtA . 
> (4.3) 
(. 
;- (W&L%:), $ ut”> = (w.Iw~u:~~, & ut”) + (H, $ u;) , 
(4.4) 
where 
H == w,‘w:,,u,~ + ZU:,,W,~U,~ + 2(wzAw~,& + w:,w~,uzA + w;,w,~u;,). 
Moreover, 
Substituting (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) in (4.2), we have 
Using Corollary 3.1, we deduce the existence of a positive constant A, 
independent of X such that 
We illustrate the kind of estimation used by examining 
( a3 ux*wzou:~~ , - Uth . a.9 > 
409/51/3-8 
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By Corollary 3.1 and elementary estimates, 
Since G,(O) = 0, (4.7) implies that G, - 0 as h + 0 uniformly in t. We 
summarize. 
THEOREM. If f = C 0~~ sin x and g = 1 pj sinjx are such that 
arefinite, then there exists tt > 0 such that on [0, t*], t* < tc , G,(t) approaches 
0 uniformly in t as X + 0. In particular, zue have that WI, zuXA, wi, , wtA, and 
A wtz approach w” and its corresponding derivatives uniformly in x and t. More- 
o~er,ask’andegetsmallorasa,+co,t~-+co. 
5. DEPENDENCE ON INITIAL DATA 
Let v = WA - IV’ and z,!J~ = T,,,, - Sj,A , where X > 0, and 
m 
W* = c Tj,A(t) sinjs and TV = f Sj,A(t) sin jx 
j=l j-l 
are the solutions of PA corresponding to data (f, g) and (F, G), respectively. 
(We assume that the data satisfy the regularity conditions of the theorem of 
the previous section.) Clearly, Z/Q satisfies 
$At> + ulj2+j(t> + Ai2$j(t) 
+ +j lT C(%(.% q3 + 3 wzA(x, t) WxA(x, t) v&c, t)] cosjx dx = 0. 
(5.1) 
Multiplying (5.1) byj4Jl and summing, we have 
1 d 
-- 2 dt (Ca@ + % 1 jVj2) + X 1 j'$j" 
+ g; ((VJ” + 3W,AW~~v, $ Vf) = 0. 
(5.2) 
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Proceeding as in Section 4, we deduce, for 0 < t 6 t* < te , 
(44 H(t) < CW), 
where 
(5.3) 
fw = $ II vmt II2 (t) + 2 II ‘um-cz II2 (t) 
+ ? (v,’ + (w:)2, v9zx> (t).
(5.4) 
Hence, as 
approach zero, H(t) approaches zero for 0 < t < t*. In terms of the uniform 
norm, we easily deduce the following. 
THEOREM. For each E > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that if 
sup (1 j& (f(x) - F(4) 1 + I& (g(4 - G(r)) I) -=c 6 
rdo.1) * 
then 
When h > 0, (5.5) holds for (x, t) E (0, 1) x (0, co). The estimates [for 
t E (0, oo)] needed to prove this can be derived by exploiting the third-order 
term contribution in the calculations of Sections 2 and 3. The estimates then 
depend on l/X and do not hold for X = 0. 
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